Braille Printer

Product 1: Braille BookMaker
Interpoint printer in a transportable case used for commercial production. Comes with built-in speech that may also be used with the computer’s screen reader and play WAV and other audio files.
Price: $9,995

Product 2: Braille Express
Portable interpoint braille printer that comes in two models—Braille 100, which embosses at 100 characters per second and the Braille 150, which embosses at 150 characters per second. Both models provide speech feedback and support DoubleTalk LT-compatible ET Speaks, which can also be used with the computer’s screen reader and play WAV and other audio files.
Price: $11,995

Product 3: Braille Place
Interpoint embosser that connects to a computer through its parallel or serial ports. Includes ET Speaks for speech output.
Price: $42,995

Product 4: Braillo 200
High-speed compact interpoint printer for large-volume production. Produces 600 pages an hour.
Price: $39,995

Product 5: Braillo 400s
High-speed compact interpoint printer for large volume production. Prints simultaneously on both sides of the paper. Produces braille at 400 characters per second, 1,200 pages per hour.

Price: $82,000
Product 7: Braillo 400SR

High-speed interpoint printer for large volume production. Uses paper rolls instead of standard continuous fanfold paper. Produces braille at 400 characters per second, 1,200 pages per hour.

Price: $92,000
Product 8: Braillo 440SW

High-speed compact interpoint printer for large volume production. Prints simultaneously on both sides of the paper. Produces braille at 440 characters per second.

Price: $95,000
Product 9: Dot and Print

Embosser that produces braille and print on the same page simultaneously. Also has braille-only or print-only options.

Price: $5,795
Product 10: Dot and Print

Embosser that produces braille and print on the same page simultaneously. Also has braille-only or print-only options.

Price: $5,795
Product 11: Emprint SpotDot

Braille printer that embosses braille, raised print and diagrams, printing the corresponding color ink characters above or beside the braille. Uses the same paper and ink cartridges as does an HP Inkjet printer.

Price: $6,995
Product 12: ET

Interpoint embosser that prints at a speed of 60 characters per second, with a 40-character line capacity on a continuous tractor feed paper with selectable page length. May also create up to 99 copies of a document.

Price: $3,995
Product 13: Gemini
Single-sided braille embosser that produces print with braille in one simultaneous pass at a speed of 45 characters per second on traditional braille tractor paper. Also allows users to print print or braille alone.

Price: $10,995.00

Product 14: Index 4x4
Double-sided braille embosser that processes translated braille text into a magazine format and then collates it in a saddle stitch binding format. May also be used to produce single sheets of double-sided or single-sided braille.

Price: $8,070.00

Product 15: Index Basic D
Double-sided interpoint embosser that produces braille at a speed of 340 pages per hour or 100 characters per second. Controls are located in a front panel and are labeled in print and in braille.

Price: $3,745.00

Product 17: Index Basic S
Braille printer that produces single-sided braille at a speed of 170 pages per hour with a front control panel labeled in ink and in braille with voice confirmation. May be used to produce graphics as well as regular braille text.

Price: $2,895.00

Product 18: Index Everest-D
High-speed braille embosser that uses off-the-shelf cut sheet paper and has a front control panel labeled in ink and in braille with voice confirmation.

Price: $4,395.00

Product 19: Juliet Classic
Interpoint braille embosser that operates at a speed of 55 characters per second on continuous tractor feed paper with selectable page length.

Price: $3,995

Product 20: DoubleTalk LT
compatible speech program that can also be used with a computer's screen reader and lay WAV and other audio files.

Price: $4,495

Product 21: Marathon Brailler
High-speed, single-sided embosser with a capacity of 200 characters per second. Sixteen menus allow users to customize the embosser once for every task they need and call all the settings into action with a few keystrokes.

Price: $16,995.00

Braille Translators

Product 1: Braille Master
Translates printed text to braille and sends it directly to an embosser or a braille file. Available in Windows and two DOS versions.

Price: $199.95 (single-site license); $499.95 (multiple-site license); $149.95 Product 2: Crossgrade (single-site license);

Cipher Braille Translator
Translates documents to Grade 1 or Grade 2 braille. Offers full control over formatting and allows users to create and save style templates. Only available for British English.

Price: $250

Product 3: GOODFEEL Braille Music Translator
Translates music files into braille. Transcribes instrumental parts, vocal solos, keyboard works and full orchestral scores from beginner through advanced levels. Includes Lime music notation editor, Sharpeye music OCR software and LimeAloud access method.

Price: $995
Product 4: GOODFEEL Lite
Has all the features of the GOODFEEL Braille Music Translator but limits users to just one of three formats—instrumental music, vocal parts, or keyboard. Used to scan print music and convert the notation into braille, after which users can use Lime music editor included, to enter and edit the score using a PC or a MIDI musical keyboard.
Price: $595

Product 5: MegaDots
DOS-based word processing, braille translation, and large print program that allows users to produce print or braille output from the same document. Also works with files imported from other programs, including Macintosh applications. Supports most print and braille printers. Comes with a Windows installer.
Price: $595

Product 6: OpusDots Lite
Software system for transcribing printed sheet music into music braille. Consists of a music notation editor, a music-to-braille translator, and a braille editor, all integrated into one self-contained easy-to-use package.
Price: $299

Product 7: Toccata
Translates printed music of any complexity, including single-line instrumental music, songs with lyrics, piano music, and orchestral scores, into braille. Has its own built-in music notation editor and braille editor. Can import music from MIDI files. Automatically translates the entered music into braille, then displays it in a braille editor that supports six-key entry.
Price: $795
Product 1: AE5
Color video magnifier with a long-range varifocal lens designed for use with an arm. Displays distant objects and close-up text with simple manipulation.

price: $300

Product 2: Aladdin Apex
Video magnifier that features 24 color-select options. Offers high contrast, line markers, shadow masking for tracking text, and continuous auto-focus with manual override.

Price: $3,195

Product 3: Aladdin Classic
Black-and-white video magnifier that can display printed materials in high-contrast black text on a white background or white text on a black background. Also features a large depth of field for viewing three-dimensional objects and a smooth, non-glare reading table for reading heavy books.

Price: $1,595

Product 4: Aladdin Rainbow Elite
Lightweight handheld device which integrates a 14” full-color monitor with the camera and base. Offers six viewing modes, including three color-select options; image-control features, such as adjustable tint and brightness; auto-focus with manual override; and highlighting and line markers.

price: $2,395

Product 5: Aladdin Sunshine
One-piece color and auto-focus video magnifier with three viewing control settings—bright natural color, black text on a bright white background, and bright white text on a black background. Comes with four controls—an on/off switch, a magnification lever, a picture control selector, and an auto-focus override knob (for manual focus control).

Price: $1,995

Product 6: Aladdin Ultra
Black-and-white video magnifier that can display printed materials in high-contrast black text on a white background or white text on a black background. Also features a large depth of field for viewing three-dimensional objects and a smooth, non-glare reading table for reading heavy books.

Price: $1,895
Product 7: Amigo
Handheld portable magnifier with a 6.5" tilting viewing screen. May be used to read price tags, restaurant menus, ingredients and directions.
Price: $695

Product 8: Andromeda
Portable, auto-focus video magnifier with a 15" flat screen.
Price: $3,995

Product 9: Atlas 600
Full-color magnification system that can be connected to any size S-video or NTSC television monitor. Also available with a 14" or 20" flat-tube monitor. Provides special viewing modes to accommodate individual eye conditions when connected to an S-video monitor. Large depth of field allows users to view medicine bottles, crafts, and package labels.
Price: $1,595

Product 10: Atlas 610
CCTV that may be connected to any size S-video or NTSC television monitor to create a full-color video magnification system.
Price: $1,795

Product 11: Big Reader
Hand-held, mouse style, video magnifier which displays images onto a 17" flat panel screen.
Price: $950

Product 12: Clarity CarryMate
Portable video magnifier with an on-board 9-hour battery. Has an 11.3" monitor that folds down to be either carried by its handle or in a hard briefcase-style carry case.
Price: $2,795

Product 13: Clarity Deskmate
Portable video magnification system with a rotating camera and 17" flat-panel LCD monitor. Clarity Deskmate Plus includes an integrated, rechargeable battery.
Price: $2,745
Product 14: Clarity Flexmate
Flex-arm video magnifier with a clamp mount. Several mounts and accessory options available.

Price: $1,995
Product 15: Clarity Junior
Small, handheld CCTV with 4" LCD display.

Price: $695
Product 16: Clarity PCMate
Portable video magnifier that can be connected to a laptop or desktop computer and used for near, distance, and self viewing.

Price: $2,595
Product 17: ClearNote
Lightweight, flexible CCTV designed for those who use a laptop or are simply in need of a magnification device. Offers 3x to 46x magnification and full-screen reading and writing capability.

Price: $1,795
Product 18: ClearView+
Offers three monitor options—full-color 17" TFT monitor, full-color 17" CRT monitor, or a black-and-white 17" CRT monitor—with the additional option of computer compatibility.

Price: $395
Product 19: Color-Eye
Handheld color magnifier with arm and carry case.

Price: $325
Product 20: ColorMouse
Hand-held color mouse magnifier that can be plugged into a television screen.

Product 21: ColorMouse-USB
Handheld, full-color, mouse style, CCTV that connects directly to any notebook or desktop personal computer via a USB port.

Product 22: Compact+
Small, portable unit which displays text in true color, black and white and reverse. Also offers blue/yellow and black/yellow options for easier discrimination.

Price: $597

Product 23: Eclipse
15" color, flat-panel, auto-focus, collapsible, desktop video magnifier with adjustable tilt screen.

Price: $2,595

Product 24: Explorer
Video magnification system that has both auto-focus and manual-focus capabilities. Available in color or B&W.

Price: $1,400

Product 25: Flex-Eye
Lightweight flex arm-mounted magnifier that can be used with a television.

Price: $1,495

Product 26: Flipper
Lightweight, portable, auto-focus magnifier with full-color and multiple contrast options as well as 225-degree camera rotation. May be used to read, write, and magnify images at any distance.

Price: $1,395

Product 27: Fusion
Portable CCTV which opens and closes like a laptop computer. Can be rolled across text or used with its integrated hand-held mouse camera. Its 7" flat-panel screen folds down for portability.

Price: $1,895

Product 28: Genie Pro
Video magnifier that can be used with most computer monitors or televisions to create a color magnification system. Split-screen mode allows users to simultaneously view the computer image and
the video magnified image when attached to a compatible computer. Can be used with a computer and multisync monitors and S-video monitors. Monitors not included with this system.

Price: $2,895
Product 29: Golden-Eye
Handheld black-and-white magnifier with arm and carry case.
Price: $295
Product 30: i-Stick
CCTV that is laptop compatible, has a rotating camera that allows for near and distance viewing, and has the ability to take a "picture" of an image and save it to the computer. Can also be connected to a computer or VGA monitor.
Price: $2,990
Product 31: InSight
Auto-focus video magnifier available in black and white or color with either a 14" or a 19" monitor.
Price: $1795
Product 32: Jordy
Video magnification system consisting of a head-mounted display which can be worn like a pair of eyeglasses and is adjusted with a control unit. Video camera is enclosed within the front section of the 8-ounce Jordy eyeglasses and the camera is pointed by head movement. The head-mounted display is worn over prescription eyeglasses. Has a headband strap and an adjustable nosepiece. A lens on the front of the system can be slid over the main camera lens for reading and near viewing up to 50x. When placed on its optional desktop stand and attached to any monitor, it becomes a fully functional desktop video magnifier. Battery-operated and can be used to see near, far, and anything in between.

Price: $2,795
Product 33: Liberty Scholar
Portable, 12" flat-panel monitor with mouse camera and top-mounted pan, tilt, and zoom distance camera.

Price: $4,295
Product 34: Liberty Solo
Portable, battery or AC-powered CCTV with a mouse-type, hand-held camera and 12” adjustable monitor.
Price: $2,795
Product 35: Lupo

Handheld CCTV with 12” TFT screen.
Price: $395.00
Product 36: Magni-Cam

Lightweight, handheld electronic video magnifier that connects to any television set to provide enhanced reading ability.
Price: $695
Product 37: Max

Portable, handheld digital magnifier that connects to any television or computer monitor and may be used to read newspapers, magazines, recipe cards, and medicine labels.
Price: $449
Product 38: Merlin

Full-color, auto-focus video magnification system with optional monitor sizes and styles--the classic CRT 14” or 20” to the newer ergonomic sleek LCD 17” or 19” monitors.
Price: From $1,745.00 to $2,995.00
Product 39: MonoMouse

Hand-held, mouse style, CCTV that can be connected to a television screen.
Price: $198
Product 40: MonoMouse-USB

Hand-held, black and white, mouse style, video magnifier that connects directly to any notebook or desktop personal computer via the USB 2 port.
Price: $468
Product 41: myReader2

Video magnifier that can take a digital photo of up to ten pages and magnify, enhance, and display them in different ways on the flat-panel screen mounted above the camera. Pages can be reformatted to
allow for easier reading. Live mode turns unit into a traditional video magnifier to view a moving object, such as a pen moving across a page.

Product 42: Nemo
Small, hand-held video magnifier.
Price: $4,995

Product 43: Olympia
Portable video magnifier with various degrees of low vision magnification settings to suit individual needs.
Price: $1,495

Product 44: ONYX
This camera provides magnification up to 100x and is mounted on your choice of a swinging arm or flexible arm and provides distance, document, and self views. It connects to any NTSC TV for a video magnification solution.
Price: $2,195

Product 45: ONYX PC Edition
The ONYX™ PC Edition features the ONYX camera mounted on an arm secured to a sturdy base. It comes with USB connectivity to any PC and MAGic® Screen Magnification Software with Speech and MAGic EyeMerge™ image management features. With EyeMerge, switch back and forth between magnified PC images and magnified camera views in any of three viewing modes: distance views, document views, and self views. The ONYX PC Edition comes in your choice of a swing arm or flex arm.
Price: $2,895

Product 46: Opal
Small, portable, hand-held video magnifier that displays images on a 4" screen. Magnification level may be varied from 3x to 6.4x with a sliding fingertip control while the unit rests firmly on a document.
Price: $795.00

Product 47: OPTi Lite
Video magnification camera that connects to a desktop or laptop computer using a USB 2.0 to display magnified text or images on the computer's screen.

Price: $1,795

Product 48: OPTi Mouse
Mouse-styled video magnification camera that connects to a desktop or laptop computer using a USB 2.0 to display magnified text or images on the computer's screen.

price: $1,295

Product 49: OPTi Verso
Video magnification camera that offers distance magnification, viewing for classroom, and meeting room use, as well as near magnification for desktop-style reading and writing. The base of the unit sits under the laptop or keyboard to maximize space.

price: $2,495

Product 50: OPTRON Mobile
Portable CCTV camera mounted on a modular swivel arm with 360 degree surround view capability. Features auto focus camera with full color, black and white, and artificial color image adjustments. Connects to various monitors.

price: $2,670

Digital Talking Book Players (Hardware)

Product 1: Book Port Plus
A digital talking book player designed to support a wide variety of playback formats. These formats include NLS, Learning Ally, Audible, txt, doc, html, and books from Book Share. This small device incorporates an audio book player, an accessible MP3 player, a clock and a voice recorder in one unit. The Book Port Plus contains a Wi-Fi chip, USB port, SD card slot (up to 32GB), Stereo microphone, headphone jacks, and a built-in speaker.

Price: $329.00

Product 2: BookCourier
Reads articles, books, and other documents out loud, and plays MP3 files. Includes Double Talk speech synthesizer; no internal speaker.

Price: $379

Product 3: BookSense (Standard)
A compact and lightweight portable DAISY player. This multi-function DAISY reader is compatible with a wide range of audio formats including DAISY and MP3. Other features include a built-in text to speech engine, clock, and recorder. Its built-in text to speech engine supports a wide range of electronic documents.

Price: $299.00

Product 4: BookSense XT
A compact and lightweight portable DAISY player. This multi-function DAISY reader is compatible with a wide range of audio formats including DAISY and MP3. Other features include: a built-in text to speech engine, calculator, clock, and recorder. Its built-in text to speech engine supports a wide range of electronic documents.

The BookSense comes in two models. BookSense (Standard) and BookSense XT. Both models play audio files, DAISY content, and read documents. Secured-Digital (SD) memory card slot and built-in digital recorder are all standard features on both the BookSense and BookSense XT. The media player supports a variety of formats, such as MP3, MP4, OGG, WAV, WAX, M4A, and WMA. The BookSense XT has enhanced features including 4 Gig built-in memory, Bluetooth Headphone option, and built-in FM radio.

Price: $449.00

Product 5: Milestone 212
The Milestone 212 Daisy player and recorder. It provides simplified operation with 6-Button keypad. Features include NLS support, text document reader, high quality MP3 recorder, clock and calendar. The ruby red book reader in its popular, traditional Milestone casing supports the formats DAISY 2.02 and AA(X) from Audible.

Price: $359.00

Product 6: Milestone 312
Small, accessible voice recorder/MP3 player with five large tactiley marked control buttons. Includes an internal speaker and built-in microphone.

Price: $499.00
Product 7: PLEXTALK Pocket PTP1
The Plextalk Pocket is the latest in solid-state digital recorders from Plextor designed for blind or sighted users from the ground up. Record in a wide range of DAISY MP3 formats for voice or high quality music applications. Use the Pocket as an audio note taker and enter audio navigation markers while in record or playback mode and it provides simple audio editing features using DAISY heading and section markers.

Price: $349.00

Product 8: Plextalk PTN1
Player with a navigational voice guide, speed and pitch controls, built-in speaker, sleep timer and page/time jump functions.

Price: $349.95

Product 9: Plextalk PTN2
A tabletop style digital book player. Plextalk PTN2 supports a navigational voice guide, speed and pitch controls, built-in speaker, and clock, sleep timer, SD memory slot, USB port, and page/time jump functions.

Price: $379.00

Product 10: Plextalk PTR2
Records and plays DAISY titles, MP3, and .wav audio files and stores them on a compact flash card.

Price: $895.00

Product 11: Professor
Plays digital talking books—including DAISY format—as well as music CDs, talking book tapes and radio. Includes stereo sound.

Price: $249.00

Product 12: Telex Scholar
DAISY CD player that also plays standard CDs and MP3 CDs. Primary controls are identified by their larger size and tactile rubber construction, while secondary controls are smaller and feature a chrome finish. Provides access to specific page numbers and chapters in the DAISY structure, and includes a full numeric keypad with bookmarking feature.

Price: $249

Product 13: Victor Reader ClassicX Plus
Desktop player that plays DAISY and NISO digital talking books on CDs as well as MP3 and commercial audio CDs. Has an integrated carrying handle and high-contrast large buttons. Features include variable playback speed with pitch correction, variable Sleep shutoff timer, advanced telephone-style keypad for direct or sequential navigation by chapter, section, page or bookmark.

Product 14: Victor Reader Stratus 12 M
A desktop player that plays DAISY, NLS, and a wide variety of electronic documents. Learning Ally digital talking books on CDs as well as MP3 and commercial audio CDs. Has an integrated carrying handle, high-contrast large buttons, SD memory card slot, USB port, and built-in speaker. Features include variable playback speed with pitch correction, variable Sleep shutoff timer, advanced telephone-style keypad for direct or sequential navigation by chapter, section, page or bookmark.

Price: $455.00

Product 15: Victor Reader Stream
Small, portable player that can play a variety of formats of books and music. Also includes a voice recorder, internal speaker, clock, and variable sleep timer.

Price: $369.00

Product 16: Victor Reader Wave
Portable digital CD player that offers telephone style keypad for direct navigation by page, heading, or bookmark number. Also has easy 4-arrow DAISY navigation such as moving by chapter, section, or page. Supports bookmarks and variable speed playback and has a variable sleep timer.

Price: $249

Digital Talking Book Players (Software)

Product 1: Book Wizard Producer
Software that records, edits, and masters digital talking books. Can work with narrator input, text or multiple sound files.

Price: $200
Product 2: Book Wizard Reader
Software program for reading DAISY books.
Price: $49

Product 3: EasyReader
Digital talking book player that offers the option of reading the text and listening to the audio independently. As the audio is played, the on-screen text is highlighted and can be accompanied by images that are embedded in the document or those which "pop-up in synchronisation with the associated audio.
Price: $45

Product 4: eClipseReader
Software that provides a unique user interface that can be customized either for blind users preferring a keyboard interface or a self-voicing graphic interface for sighted users. Incorporates study tools that enable students to bookmark and take notes that can be reviewed in eClipseReader’s text document reader as an outline study guide automatically generated in the study process. The study outline may be exported to MS Notepad as a text file for use with other applications such as Word and braille translators. Basic navigation feature makes use of four arrow keys on a PC’s keyboard to select a navigation mode. Easy customization allows the user to hide or show graphic tools and to change the font size for the table of contents and menus to suit individual needs.
Price: $59.95

Product 5: eClipseWater
Software that enables users of DAISY books to download tiny encrypted files called DTB-DNA™ and DTB-RDNA™ from a web site, intra-net or password-protected web-portal and convert them into DAISY 2.02 text only and full text and audio media on a PC. eClipseWater opens the downloaded files and, guided by a build book wizard, users may select the DAISY type and audio format. The DAISY book renders the DTB-DNA file into a structured audiobook at the average rate of
11 seconds per page when rendering to WMA audio (rendering speed will vary depending upon PC speed and resources). Books created with eClipseWater may be read with eClipseReader, Windows Media Player or a solid state WMA player.

Price: $19.95

Product 6: eClipseWriter Personal Edition
Software that converts electronic file formats such as Word, HTML, .TXT, and .RTF and unlocked PDF into digital talking books. A "Save as DAISY" feature allows users to open any of the supported text formats and create accessible portable audio media with heading, page, phrase, table and list navigation completely automated from start to finish, guided by a step-by-step wizard. Also allows user to burn a DAISY CD automatically when the automated rendering process is complete. Includes a simple DAISY recorder for recording meetings and lectures that may be reviewed and navigated with DAISY players.

Price: $249.00

Product 7: eClipseWriter Professional
Software that converts electronic file formats such as Word, HTML, .TXT, and .RTF and unlocked PDF into digital talking books. A "Save as DAISY" feature allows users to open any of the supported text formats and create accessible portable audio media with heading, page, phrase, table and list navigation completely automated from start to finish, guided by a step-by-step build book wizard. Also allows users to burn a DAISY CD automatically when the automated rendering process is complete.

Price: $595.00

Product 8: FSReader
Price: $79.95

Product 9: Victor Reader Soft
Computer application for reading digital audio books. It combines the audio and text mode, allowing user to read the text on screen synchronized with audio. Additional features include browsing the table of contents, skipping from section to section or returning quickly to a page, inserting bookmarks to return to a spot or mark important passages. Uses SAPI-5 text-to-speech for speaking portions of DAISY full text/full audio books.

Price: $79

Educational Technology

Product 1: Franklin Language Master Special Edition
This miniature talking dictionary is based on one made for the general public. It is 6 square inches and battery powered. Speech is fully integrated, speaking every entered letter and word, definition, synonym, or game.
Price: $495.00

Product 2: Invisiboard
Portable and lightweight desktop screen that can be set on a desk to block out distractions for students with cortical visual impairment (CVI). The trifold board has a solid white, slick material on one side and a solid black, Velcro-compatible material on the other side. Comes with a carrying case and orientation material in print and braille.
Price: $151.00

Product 3: IVEO complete
A self-voicing tactile-audio system. Use IVEO like a drawing
Price: $995.00
Product 4: Jumbo Display Folding Calculator
Compact LCD eight-digit calculator with large number (½”) display. Powered by solar energy and battery back-up.
Price: $14.95

Product 5: Librall Reading Machine
The stand alone Reading Machine with an excellent speech-output. With the new Libra Reading Machine you are able to listen to text at the touch of a button. Simple to use without having to study long and complicated instructions. All you have to do is place your print on the glass of the scanner, lean back and let the LIBRA do the rest. No computer skills needed to operate this product. All components are integrated in an elegant case with a few keys on the front panel. Just plug in the power cable, push the switch, and start reading. Libra Reading Machine automatically recognizes the page orientation on the glass and converts the text into spoken language and reads it aloud to you.
Price: $1995.00

Product 6: Math Window Braille Geometry Kit
The Braille Geometry Kit will allow the student to work and solve geometric problems, as well as, graph them on the double-sided, framed work surface. This kit contains point markers for locating points and plotting squares to help the student accurately plot points on the graph. Wickki Stix? are used to connect the plotted points, forming line segments and curves, and to illustrate math functions. Tiles are stored on an attachable tile pallet to allow interchangeable use of both sides of the work surface.
Price: $383.75

Product 7: Odyssey Tactile Talking Globe
When the Odyssey stylus is pressed to an area of the globe, the globe voices information such as population, currency, or climate - it even provides examples of music found in the region. The user can specify the type of information and level of detail by touching the accessible controls. With over 10,000 facts the user can compare data between countries and map routes with distance and travel time anywhere on the globe! Everyone, from very young to the mature with or without sight, will enjoy endless hours of touring the world with this globe. Using High Marks or Brailled tape, the globe can be tactually marked. The globe is 10 inches in diameter and uses 4 C batteries (not included).
Price: $139.95

Product 8: Oregon Scientific-Smart Globe (Deluxe Edition)
By touching the continent, country, body of water, or mountain range with the SmartPen(TM), you can learn such information as size, language, history and much more. A clear male voice speaks the facts. Or, you can select from over 30 learning activities that are organized by age ranges from 5 to 8, 9 to 14 and 15 and up. To update the data, you can connect it to your computer. It can serve as a learning tool, teaching you thousands of facts, or a game to be played by the whole family.
Price: $149.95

Product 9: SAL (Speech Assisted Learning)
A stand-alone device designed to help children and adults who are learning to read braille practice their skills. SAL uses speech output to give feedback to the user during lessons. It uses bar code technology to describe diagrams.
Price: $4,595

Product 10: Tactile Image Enhancer
A machine that creates tactile graphics on special paper from drawings made with a soft lead pencil or marker.
Price: $1150.00
Product 11: Tactile World Globe
This 12" globe helps students learn about geography through tactile exploration. Land areas are raised relief, while water areas are flat. The white surface can either be marked with 20/20 pens or labeled with your own Braille labels. Globe comes with a list of suggestions for teaching geography to a visually-impaired child.
Price: $79.95

Product 12: Talking Tactile Tablet 2
A computer peripheral device that connects to the USB port of any Windows or Macintosh computer. It allows the user to interact with tactile graphics and to read maps, play games, and so on. Users can place one of a large number of raised, tactile drawings on the device and press on various parts of the graphic to receive audio feedback. Instructions are built-in. Narration is supplied in digitized human speech.
Price: $799.00

Product 13: Talking Typer for Windows
Computer keyboarding and typing training software that speaks and displays lessons on screen. Includes drills, practice, and typing games. Adjustable to the student's level of skill and sight impairment. Recommended ages: 6 and older.
Price: $89.00;

Product 14: Virtual Pencil Algebra
Provides speech output that allows the user to read, navigate and manipulate Algebraic equations. Teachers can write and password-protect assignments.
Price: $399.00

Product 15: Virtual Pencil Arithmetic
Computer software that is used to interactively solve math problems. It is designed for those who are pencil impaired: unable to operate a pencil effectively. Price: $199.00

GPS (Hardware)

Product 1: Kapten PLUS GPS
The Kapten PLUS is a personal navigation device. It can be used to determine where you are, as well as plot routes to local businesses or a specific address. The Kapten PLUS also features an MP3 player, as well as a memo recorder and an FM radio. The Kapten can be controlled either by pressing keys, or by issuing voice commands.

price: $295

Product 2: Trekker
Trekker is an outdoor orientation tool. Trekker announces your actual location. Trekker consists of an off-the-shelf personal digital assistant (PDA), a GPS receiver and a speaker. These three pieces are connected via Bluetooth. Trekker is a self-voicing application that runs on the PDA, using Eloquence as its synthesizer. Trekker announces intersections and points of interest and allows you to plan and follow routes.

Price: $1,695

GPS (Software)

Product 1: BrailleNote GPS
GPS system that runs on the BrailleNote and VoiceNote personal digital assistants. Allows user to automatically create routes for either walking or riding in a vehicle; understand street layout before traveling to a new city, using the "virtual explore" mode; generate detailed information about speed, direction, and your altitude; and calculate the distance and direction to a street address or intersection.

Price: $1,599.00
Product 2: GW Sense Navigation
Includes the SenseNav software, an 8GB compact flash card holding all maps for the United States and Canada, a Holux M-1000 GPS receiver with an AC adapter, and an audio tutorial CD. SenseNav offers the ability to design routes for either vehicle or pedestrian travel and offers a virtual mode for exploring an area before one actually travels in it.

Price: $1,549

Product 3: Mobile Geo
A GPS program that runs on mobile phones. You can pinpoint your location, learn about the points of interest (POIs) in your immediate vicinity, plan a route between specified points of origin and destination, and get instructions on maneuvers to make as well as information about waypoints along a route that you are following. Requires Mobile Speak screen reader.

Price: $895

Product 4: StreetTalk
Adds speech and braille accessibility to the Destinator 3 GPS application for Pocket PCs. Maps available on Destinator CDs cover the U.S.A., Canada, Western Europe, and Australia and includes categorized points of interest. Users may have StreetTalk create a travel route by entering a city or postal code or choose a destination from the list of points of interest, a list of their favorites, or from their contact list. Directions may be reviewed while traveling and access to a broad range of information is provided in speech and braille.

Price: $599

Product 5: Way Finder Access
GPS software used with a cell phone and a GPS receiver. Interface lets users explore unfamiliar areas as well as identify, select and navigate to points of interest using pre-recorded prompts and a screen reader. Allows users to save favorite destinations; select passenger car, taxi or pedestrian routes; and always find out where they are with the "Where am I?" feature. Also provides information such as street crossings, points of interest and favorites within a vicinity, as well as speed, altitude and coordinates.

Price: $549.00
Low Vision Devices

Product 1: 10 x 25 Monocular
Monocular for objects that are at least 15 to 20 feet away. Unit has ruby-coated lens and black rubber armored case with strap.
Price: $22.05

Product 2: 10x Ecolux LED Silver Pocket Ilum Magnifier
Lightweight silver-and-black LED magnifier with aspheric lens. The LED bulb provides approximately 10,000 hours of use and batteries last about ten times longer than with conventional bulbs. Does not require bulb changes and requires less battery replacement. Place-and-read style offers instant magnification without the necessity of having to find the focal distance. Easy-to-operate on/off switches and easily accessible battery compartments. Uses three AA batteries (included).
Price: $66.95

Product 3: 10x MagnaLite Pocket Magnifier
Portable square magnifier with broad handles that are easy to hold. Has a 1 1/4" x 1-1/4" lens size. Uses two AAA batteries.
Price: $14.95

Product 4: 12x 1.4 inch LED Pocket Illuminated Magnifier
Pocket-sized illuminated magnifier with all the features of handheld models. Use three AAA batteries (not included) that last approximately 100 hours. Comes with a protective pouch.
Price: $29.95

Product 5: 2.5x Handheld Monocular with Strap
A monocular with a strap for wearing around the neck for easy access.
Price: $47.95

Product 6: 2.8x Sport Spectacles
A pair of binoculars designed for distance viewing that are worn like glasses, thus leaving the hands free. The lenses adjust to the distance between the eyes and the eye piece can be individually focused. Comes with a neck chain and carrying case.
Product 6: 2x Bausch & Lomb Pocket Magnifier
Pocket magnifier with a black faux leather protective cover for the 2" lens.
Price: $12.95

Product 7: 2x Bausch & Lomb Pocket Magnifier
Description
Pocket magnifier with a black faux leather protective cover for the 2" lens.
Price: $12.95

Product 8: 2x Full Page Magnifier
Full page fresnel magnifier for looking at small print.
Price: $1.99

Product 9: 3.5x LED Pocket Magnifier
LED pocket illuminated magnifier with exceptionally wide handle and rounded edges make it easy to hold. Large switch for easy on/off operation. Uses three AAA batteries (not included).
Price: $37.95

Product 10: 3.5x OptiVISOR Binocular DA-10 Magnifiers
Binocular with optical glass lenses mounted on a frame on a comfortable headband that can be tilted out of the way when magnification is not needed. Designed for close work, such as reading, writing or crafting projects. May be worn over eyeglasses or alone. Available in three strengths--1.75x for a distances of up to 14", 2.50x for distances of up to 8", and 3.5x for distances of up to 4".
Price: $31.95

Product 12: 3x Deluxe Handheld and Stand Magnifier
Magnifier with 3x magnification with the capability of converting from a handheld magnifier to a stand magnifier simply by flipping down the recessed wire legs. Comes in a hard black case for lens protection that will fit easily into a purse or briefcase.
Price: $39.95

Product 13: 4X Light Gathering Dome Magnifiers
Completely clear acrylic creates profuse light for easy reading.
Price: $10.95
**Product 14:4x-7x Zoom Pocket Monocular**
Ultra-lightweight pocket monocular for distance viewing with distortion-free aspherical lenses that are easy and fast to focus. Has a wrist strap.

Price: $21.05
**Product 15:5x COIL Illuminated Pocket Magnifier**
Compact and lightweight illuminated pocket magnifier with distortion-free bi-aspheric lenses. Tungsten bulbs provide evenly distributed light. Comes with a protective pouch. Uses two AA batteries (not included).

Price: $34.95
**Product 16:5X Round Acrylic Illuminated Magnifier**
Compact magnifier with 5x magnification and a lens size of 1.25". Comes with a black plastic carrying case. Uses 2 AA batteries (not included).

Price: $6.95
**Product 17:5x Two Lens Unisex Magnifier**
The 2x and 3x lenses can be used separately or together for 5x magnification. They slide into a hard cover case that has a black cord to hang around one’s neck. Without the cord, it's a perfect pocket magnifier.

Price: $12.95
**Product 18:5x-10x Flip-Up Frame Loupe**
Magnifying loupe with 10x and 5x magnification.

Price: $14.95
**Product 19:6x 16 Monocular**
Monocular with 6x magnification and a 16-millimeter objective lens and an average close-focus range of 14 inches.

Price: $34.95
**Product 20:6x Handheld Magnifier**
Nonilluminated magnifier with 6x magnification with a 2” diameter lens. Comes with a silver leather protective lens case and is small enough to fit into a pocket or purse. Manufactured by Schweizer.

Product 21: 7x 1.9 inch LED Pocket Illuminated Magnifier
Pocket-sized handheld magnifier. Uses three AAA batteries (not included) that last approximately 100 hours. Comes with a protective leather pouch.

Price: $29.95

Product 22: 8x 20 Monocular
Monocular with a 20-millimeter objective lens with 8x magnification and an average close-focus range of 20”.

Price: $38.95

Product 23: 8X Stand Magnifier
Large viewing surface with lots of light. 65mm base.

Price: $59.95

Product 24: Acrylic Full-Page Magnifier
It’s fresnel lens made of optical grade acrylic will not bend or distort the image you wish to view.

Price: $29.95

Product 25: Aspheric Illuminated Magnifiers
7X or 8X handheld magnifier with light. Uses 2 ”C” batteries.

Price: $16.95

Product 26: Bausch & Lomb Folding Pocket Magnifiers
Pocket-sized folding magnifiers. The two-lens model has 3x and 4x magnification, which can be used separately or together for a total of 7x magnification. Lenses are 1.5” in diameter. The three-lens model has 5x, 7x, and 9x magnification. Lenses are .75” in diameter.

Price: $173

Product 27: Caller ID (Large Display)
Caller ID device with large print display (½” letters and 5/8” numbers). Shows caller's name and number, time, date, and total number of calls received. Has a 50-name/number memory and three language operation and a function for erasing individual or all call records. Up/down scroll buttons. Requires four AAA batteries (not included.)

Price: $26.95

Product 28: Cell Phone Magnifier Lens
A 2x lens framed by a rubber frame and flexible band that fits around just about any size cell phone and even portable phones.

Price: $6.95

Product 29: Coil 2X Binocular System
Comfortable and lightweight binoculars with each lens able to be focused individually. Includes pouch and neck cord. Choice of tinted or clear lens.

Price: $68.95

Product 30: COIL Hi Power LED Hand Magnifiers
Compact and lightweight magnifier with a LED bulb for illumination.

Price: 3.0X - $69.95

Product 31: Dazor 5-Diopter Black Clamping Magnifier Lamp with Flex-Arm
Magnifying lamp with a flexible gooseneck arm and limitless positioning options. Clamps fit up to 2.5” thickness. Magnifier features 5-diopter glass lens that is five inches in diameter with 2.25x magnification when held at a distance of 5-8” below the lens. Thirteen-watt energy efficient bulb has 220 foot-candles of illumination and operates up to 10,000 hours. Light source is located behind the magnifying lens, casting the light at an angle of incidence ideal for highlighting object details. Shadow highlighting makes details of uneven surfaces pop-out to the viewer and is well suited for many inspection tasks. Comes in black.

Price: $159.95

Product 32: Dazor Lite-Touch Desk Lamp
Small, lightweight desk lamp that can be turned on and off with a light touch instead of a switch. Gooseneck arms allows for a variety of positions for best lighting. Built-in safety feature automatically turns off if lamp is accidentally tipped over. Twenty-seven-watt tri-phospher-coated daylight compact fluorescent lamp has a 10,000-hour life. Mirror reflector maximizes light output--300+ footcandle light output at 12 inches.
Price: $99.95
Product 33: Double Sided Mirror
Has a 5X mirror on one side and a 10X on the other. Can stand up on either end or be mounted to a wall.

Price: $25.95
Product 34: E-Z Play Low Vision Playing Cards
Water-resistant playing cards with extra large numbers and letters (1 ¼") and linen finish. Standard 52-card deck with two wild cards.

Price: $2.95
Product 35: Easy to See Thermostat
Thermostat with easy-to-see raised .75"-high numbers. Indented at every 2 degrees for accurate setting. Clicks when moved to each setting. For homes with air-conditioning, one needs to add the sub base (Q539) that converts the heating thermostat into a heating-cooling unit. Includes brailled phone number for Customer Service.

Price: $39.95
Product 36: Ecolux LED Stand Magnifiers
Long living bulbs means less frequent battery and bulb changes.

Price: $107.95
Product 37: Elite Supreme Low Vision Playing Cards
Plastic cards feature 1 1/4" numerals and red and black colors on white.

Price: $5.95
Product 38: Extra Large Dome Magnifier
A 95mm glass lens provides a large viewing surface with maximum light collected.

Price: $59.95
Product 39: Flip Down Magnifying Glasses
A wonderful aid in applying makeup, contact lenses, reading or hobbies and crafts with their 1.75X magnification.

Price: $5.95
Product 40: Foldout Lighted Stand Magnifier
Illuminated stand magnifier for viewing reading materials on a flat surface. May also be used as hands-free magnifier that can be hung around the neck for working on crafts and hobbies. Comes with a soft nylon cord securely attached to the magnifier. Scratch-resistant magnifying lens with a plastic frame with fold-out legs. Uses three AAA batteries (not included).
Price: $15.95

Product 41: Full Page Magnifier
The contrast between the black print and the yellow magnifier makes the letters stand out as they are enlarged about two times.
Price: $9.95

Product 42: Giant Print Address Book
Large-print address book in a three-ring binder and with hard cover. Can keep up to 360 names and numbers. Features page for emergency numbers.
Price: $13.95

Product 43: Incandescent Raylite Magnifiers
High quality standard aspheric lenses that result in excellent distortion-free images. Uses 2 "C" batteries.
Price: 2.8X - $69.95

Product 44: Individual Study Screen (ISS)
Projection screen with clear acrylic frame designed for individual use by students with low vision to view filmstrips and other materials. Screen magnifies objects to up to 7x for up-close viewing. Image is projected from rear on frosted plastic insert. Comes with rubber feet to prevent slipping.
Price: $21.00

Product 45: Jumbo Illuminated Remote Control
Illuminated remote control with large and easy-to-see .75" push-button controls. Can be used to control up to four units. Made with durable impact-resistant plastic. Uses four AA batteries (not included).
Price: $39.95

Product 46: Large Print Address Book
With this address book in a loose-leaf binder, adding, replacing, and arranging pages are all possible. A free pen is included.

Price: $16.95

Product 47: Large Print Crossword Puzzle Books
Large print crossword puzzle book in an 8" x 10" spiral paperback. Contains 125 puzzles.

Price: $14.50

Product 48: Large Print Random House Webster’s Dictionary
It has over 35,000 definitions, with words printed in 18 point type and definitions printed in 16 point type.

Price: $32.00

Product 49: MagniLink Vision
Video magnifier with high resolution and definition. You can adjust the height, select the colour and magnification level and enjoy the smooth reading table. For an ideal reading position, the reading table has a rounded front edge that is comfortable to rest your hands on.

Price: $5,995

Product 50: Ott-Lite VisionSaver Plus Vero Desk Lamp
With a contemporary brushed nickel finish, this versatile lamp features a 24" long shade that pivots up and down from 20" to 28" high allowing you to read and see comfortably under the cool illumination. Height adjusts from 20" to 28" with shade extended. Includes 13W bulb that is scientifically formulated with a precise blend of rare earth phosphors designed to be the closest thing to natural daylight.

Price: $89.00

Product 51: Ott-Lite VisionSaver Plus Vero Floor Lamp
This lamp features a convenient foot switch for easy operation. Enjoy low heat, low glare illumination under the 29" long shade that adjusts up and down for easy light placement. Height adjusts from 55" to 68" with shade extended. Includes 18W bulb that is scientifically formulated with a precise blend of rare earth phosphors designed to be the closest thing to natural daylight.

Price: $119.95

Product 52: REIZEN 5x Dome Magnifier with Glass Lens
Power: 5X. 60mm. Use this high-quality glass dome magnifier to increase print and
images for clearer, easier reading with less stress for your eyes.
To enlarge reading
and viewing materials, just place the dome over any reading or viewing material that
is laying on a flat surface.

Price: $37.95
Product 53: Reizen Magnifiers
High quality magnifiers that the professionals love. Available in a variety of strengths.
Price: $33.95
Product 54: Schweizer Sempral Handheld Magnifiers
These popular magnifiers feature high quality aspheric, lightweight lenses and a rounded,
comfortable handle.
Price: $36.95
Product 55: Talking Thermostat
This thermostat is designed to be the user friendly programmable thermostat on the market with its
ability to gently guide the user through set up and temperature options. Features include verbal step
by step programming help, verbal announcement of temperature and settings, verbal dirty air filter
alert, and an oversized LCD display. Works for heating and cooling systems.
Price: $165.00
Product 56: Zenith Universal Remote Control
This remote features a slimline design with big buttons. Owners manual includes codes
for 194 different television manufacturers. Follow the simple directions to enter
the code that matches your television and you’re all set! Replaces lost or broken
TV controls. Remote has large, red buttons for Channel Up, Channel Down, Volume Up,
Volume Down, Mute and On/Off. Operates on 2 AAA batteries (not included).
Price: $9.95
**Miscellaneous Speech Products**

- **Product 1: Canon Voice Operation Kit**
  Adds speech output to allow access to copying, faxing and e-mail functions of Canon's machines.
  Price: $1800

- **Product 2: i.d. Mate II.**
  A recorder and an omnidirectional scanner that are connected by a cord. The scanner reads and speaks information on bar codes found on many products. It is shaped like a telephone handset, with one end containing a small screen for scanning and the other connected to the i.d. Mate's base. The i.d. Mate II. includes a one million item database of bar codes, and the user can add more.
  Price: $1,599

- **Product 3: J-Say Pro**
  Makes it possible to use Dragon NaturallySpeaking speech recognition software and the JAWS screen reader together to operate a computer. J-Say Pro requires JAWS for Windows version 8.0 and Dragon NaturallySpeaking 9.0.
  Price: $827.50

- **Product 4: LapTalk**
  A custom-built laptop with Windows XP Home, Window-Eyes screen reader, 1.4 GHz Intel Pentium M Processor, 512 MB Memory, 80 GB hard disk drive, and DVD-ROM. Has WLn, 3 USB ports, Card reader, One PCI Express port, and 1 firewire port.
  Price: $1795.00

- **Product 5: Lime Aloud**
Lime Aloud brings access technology to Lime notation editor software. Blind composers and arrangers can prepare high quality editions of their musical ideas with Lime. New material can be created using the Lime editor, imported from NIFF files made with SharpEye or via Lime's MusicXML import function. MusicXML files can now be exported from a growing number of music notation programs, including Finale and Sibelius.
Price: $495

Product 6: Money Talks
An accessible banking account management program. It offers the user a simple and effective means of maintaining accurate information for a variety of account types. The program includes the ability to download and use electronic banking information to reconcile accounts, automatic category memorization and reuse, recurring transactions, and reports on a number of aspects of the accounts. The program supports controlling the layout and font size for low vision users and is self-voicing. It may also be used in conjunction with a screen reading program. Money Talks maximizes flexibility by providing a means of embossing the check register or printing it in large print, printing checks in a variety of formats, and remembering the workspace the user last used with the program.
Price: $49.00

Product 7: Note Teller2
A portable banknote reader that announces all U.S. currency, old and new, in either English or Spanish. You insert the currency in a slot provided on the front panel of the unit, then push it in for the currency to be recognize by the unit. The announcement of the currency value is made in a clear male voice.
A version of the Note Teller is also available for deaf-blind individuals—meaning that vibro-tactile indication is provided to identify specific currencies.
Price: $295

Product 8: ScanTalker
Scans and reads the information on bar code labels. Combined with a compatible bar code reader, ScanTalker’s built-in database matches the bar code and speaks the name of the product, including packaged grocery items, health and beauty goods, and audio and video compact discs. ScanTalker also provides information found on the product label, such as preparation instructions and nutritional value. Manually add new entries to the database for unrecognized items. Operates with the PAC Mate BX and QX as well as the PAC Mate BNS and TNS.

Price: $985

Product 9: Sharp A440 Talking Cash Register
Basic Register. 20 departments standard. Inventory control through PLU’s and journal reports. Includes discrete keys, voice on/off switch, talking journals, and computer interface capability.
Price: $2240.00

Product 10: Xerox Copier Assistant
Enables users who are blind, visually
price: $495.00

Optical Character Recognition Systems

PRODUCT 1: Cicero Text Reader
Product Type Software
Scans printed documents and turns them into speech or braille. Cicero starts talking automatically as soon as the page scan is complete. Documents can be displayed in large print on screen and can be edited, saved, and printed.
Price: $395

Product 2: Complete Reading System
Product Type: **Software**

OCR with scanning and reading program functions that can be activated with a press of a single key. The F5 key activates the scanner and recognizes the text and the F6 key activates speech. Has full talking menus and does not require a screen reader.

Price: $199.95

Product 3: Extreme Reader ER1  
Product Type: **Hardware**

A stand-alone system designed for beginners that features four-button operation, high-contrast tactile keys and AT&T's Natural Voices speech engine. A built-in CD player can read both DAISY and music CDs.

Price: $3,125

Product 4: Extreme Reader XR1  
Product Type: **Hardware**

A stand-alone system with a high-contrast keypad for users with low vision. A built-in CD player can read both DAISY and music CDs. Speech is provided by AT&T's Natural Voices speech engine.

Price: $2,925

Product 5: Extreme Reader XR10  
Product Type: **Hardware**

A stand-alone system designed for power users. It features a 31-operation keypad, high contrast tactile keys and AT&T's Natural Voices speech engine. A built-in CD player can read both DAISY and music CDs. Scanned text and CD content can be converted to MP3 format and exported to a companion MP3 player.

Price: $3,500

Product 6: Eye-Pal Reader  
Product Type: Hardware

A USB device with a camera on a stand. The camera uses a motion detector to know when to scan a page of text. The text is spoken and can be saved.

Price: $1995

Product 7: knfbReader Mobile
A portable optical character recognition system installed on the Nokia N82 or 6220 cell phones which uses the phone's digital camera. It scans text and reads it aloud with synthetic speech. The user holds the phone over print, and it snaps a picture. It reads the contents of the printed document in clear synthetic speech. The scanned text can be deleted, stored for later reading, or transferred to a computer or PDA. To aid the user in aiming the camera, the unit provides a spoken Field of View report, telling the user which of the edges of a document are within the camera's field of view and how large the image is in the viewing area.

Price: $1,495

Product 8: Kurzweil 1000
Product Type Software
Converts print into speech. Scans books, articles and bills, and reads the information out loud. Scanned text can be saved for future reference and modification. Can be used to open and read a variety of electronic text formats and search, download, and read electronic books and magazines directly from sites such as Bookshare.org, Web-Braille and other electronic repositories.

Price: $995

Product 9: Kurzweil 3000
Product Type Software
Displays printed or electronic text on the computer screen. Text can be spoken by a speech synthesizer or read by the user on the computer screen. Available for both Windows and Macintosh platforms.

Price: $395

Product 10: Kurzweil-National Federation of the Blind Reader
A portable optical character recognition system combining an off-the-shelf personal digital assistant (PDA) with a digital camera. This handheld unit scans text and reads it aloud with synthetic speech. The user holds the unit's camera over print, and it snaps a picture. It reads the contents of the printed document in clear synthetic speech. The scanned text can be deleted, stored for later reading, or transferred to a computer or PDA. To aid the user in aiming the camera, the unit provides a spoken Field of View report, telling the user which of the edges of a document are within the camera's field of view and how large the image is in the viewing area. There is also a viewfinder for use by sighted people. The device has nine control buttons, a visual display screen, and a headphone jack. Express mode makes the Reader easier to operate for people with dexterity problems.

Price: $2,595
Product 11: OpenBook
Product Type Software
Scans and converts printed documents or graphics-based text into an electronic text format. Provides two text-to-speech software synthesizers—RealSpeak, which features a natural human-sounding voice, and ViaVoice, which provides practical and efficient speech for editing or skimming documents. Supports most hardware speech synthesizers. Other features include a fax utility, copy function, and online book search.
Price: $995

Product 12: Optical Braille Recognition
Product Type Software
Windows software that scans braille documents and converts them to text with a Hewlett-Packard scanner. The text can then be used in various Windows applications.
Price: $1,395

Product 13: VIP
Scans and automatically converts text into the user-selected type font and letter size, 9 voice options, letter spacing, colors, and reading view. Once configured, ezVIP operation is performed with number keypad and keyboard. Text is also spoken in 2 of the 4 reading views (Word Wrap and RSVP). Reading views include: Word Wrap fills the screen with text; RSVP displays one word at a time; Marquee smoothly scrolls a single line across the screen; ImageView shows you the original page and a magnified line of text scrolling beneath it. Also scans and saves pictures which can be enlarged. Online help and one-key keypad help (voiced and large print) – intuitive on-screen “buttons” identify keypad keys to be used. Scanned text can be edited. Can be used with CCTV with PC connection to display split screen camera image and VIP word processor text.
Price: $295

Blind Product

Refreshable Braille
Product 1: ALVA 544 Satellite Travelers
Portable 44-cell Braille display with 3 status cells. Satellite key pads allow control of the screen reader and Windows directly from the Braille display.
Price: $5,195
Product 2: ALVA 570 Satellites
70-cell Braille display users who need to read a complete line of text but have limited desk space. Satellite key pads allow control of the screen reader and Microsoft Windows directly from the Braille display.

Price: $8,995
Product 3: ALVA 584 Satellite Pro
84-cell Braille display with 3 status cells for users with limited desk space. Satellite key pads allow control of the screen reader and Microsoft Windows directly from the Braille display.

Price: $9,995
Product 4: ALVA BC640
Compact 40-cell Braille display designed to work with a variety of products including PCs, Macintosh, mobile phones and PDAs. Includes Bluetooth and USB connectivity and built-in Windows access utility. Optional Braille Audio Feature Pack adds Braille keyboard, notepad application and stereo output for listening to a speech synthesizer.

Price: $3,295
Product 5: ALVA BC680
Compact 80-cell Braille display designed to work with a variety of products including PCs, Macintosh, mobile phones and PDAs. Includes Bluetooth and USB connectivity and built-in Windows access utility. The ALVA BC680 is like having two Braille displays in one device. It’s the only 80-cell Braille display that offers simultaneous connectivity with two PCs/Macs. Or you can connect one PC/Mac and a Smartphone for the ultimate in flexibility and usefulness.

Price: $8,995
Product 6: ALVA USB 640
Compact 40-cell Braille display designed to work with a variety of products including PCs, Macintosh, and Linux. Includes USB connectivity and built-in Windows access utility.

Price: $2,995
Product 7: Bookworm
Portable Braille reading device that is the size of a Walkman. User can store all electronic data and read it on eight Braille cells, wherever and whenever desired. Ergonomically optimized with concave Braille cells.
Price: $1,695
Product 8: Braille Star 40
Portable display that provides a “scratchpad” on which users can jot a few notes independently while connected to—or disconnected from—a computer. Allows users to download data from a computer into the scratchpad, and then disconnect from the computer to read, edit, and add to and save the data.
Braille Star 40 is an ergonomically optimized Braille display with 40 piezoelectric Braille cells. It is designed for the combination with a laptop. Its integrated note taker function turns Braille Star 40 into a real star. Combined with a keyboard, Braille Star 40 can be used as a stand-alone note taker. Braille Star 40 is extremely compact and equipped with both a serial and USB interface. Optionally, Braille Star is available with Bluetooth technology for wireless connection.
Price: $5,590
Product 9: Braille Star 80
Desktop display that provides a “scratchpad” on which users can jot a few notes independently while connected to—or disconnected from—a computer. Allows users to download data from a computer into the scratchpad, and then disconnect from the computer to read, edit, add to and save the data.
Price: $9,990
Product 10: Braille Voyager 44
Compact Braille display with an integrated cover for lasting functionality and portability. Offers a wide range of user-definable functions with the Tieman Express macro editor.
Price: $4,395
Product 11: Braille Wave
40-character Braille display with a built-in notetaker. May be connected to a notebook computer. Software package supplied allows notes to be easily transferred to Microsoft Word on a personal computer.
This portable 40-cell refreshable Braille display that can be used either connected to a computer through either a serial cable or Bluetooth (Optional).
Price: $5,290
Product 12: BrailleConnect 12
12-cell Braille display with cursor routing,
Six navigation keys and a long battery life. Braille input keys allow users to take notes, write e-mail and navigate the web. May be connected to a cell phone, personal digital assistant, or computer via Bluetooth.

- **Product 13: BrailleConnect 32**
  - 32-cell Braille display with cursor routing,
  - Six navigation keys and a long battery life. Braille input keys allow users to take notes, write e-mail and navigate the web. May be connected to a cell phone, personal digital assistant, or computer via Bluetooth or USB.
  - **Price:** $1995

- **Product 14: BrailleConnect 40**
  - 40-cell Braille display with cursor routing, six navigation keys, and a long battery life. Braille input keys allow users to take notes, write e-mail and navigate the web. May be connected to a cell phone, personal digital assistant, or computer via Bluetooth or USB.
  - **Price:** $3995.00

- **Product 15: Braillex EL 2D-80**
  - 80-cell Braille display with a 20-cell vertical display equipped with interactive Braille cells with integrated twin-routing keys. First routing key gives instant access to the place on the screen that the user points to and the second routing key can be assigned to control speech navigation, right mouse clicks, etc.
  - **Price:** $14,075

- **Product 16: Brailliant B 80**
  - Small, light and compact display for use with desktop or laptop computers. Offers both Bluetooth and USB connectivity.
  - **Price:** $7,985

- **Product 17: Brailliant BI 32**
  - Small, light and compact display for use with desktop or laptop computers or mobile devices. Offers Both Bluetooth and USB connectivity.
  - **Price:** $2,595

- **Product 18: Brailliant BI 40**
Small, light and compact display for use with desktop or laptop computers or mobile devices. Offers both Bluetooth and USB connectivity.

Price: $2,995

Product 19: Easy Braille
40-cell Braille display with USB or optional Bluetooth connection. The Braille display is concave, so the user's fingers fall directly on the Braille characters.

Price: $3,990 for USB; $4,490

Product 20: Focus 40 Blue Braille Display
Portable and adjustable refreshable Braille displays. Include easy-to-remember Braille commands and Braille Settings. Used with the JAWS screen reader, the refreshable Braille cells act as a tactile monitor that allows users to navigate and read information in dynamic Braille. It is both Bluetooth and USB compatible, and works with ions, Mac, and Windows

Price: $2,795

Product 21: Focus 80 Blue Braille Display
Portable and adjustable refreshable Braille display. Includes easy-to-remember Braille commands and Braille Settings. Used with the JAWS screen reader, the refreshable Braille cells act as a tactile monitor that allows users to navigate and read information in dynamic Braille. It is both Bluetooth and USB compatible, and works with ions, Mac, and Windows

Price: $7,795

Product 22: Modular Evolution
Available with 88 or 64 Braille cells, it is the first Braille display to use the Active Tactile Control (ATC) technology, which senses the location of the user's fingers on the display.

Price: $9,995

Product 23: PAC Mate 20 Display
20-cell refreshable display initially designed to be used with the Pac Mate PDA. May also be used with desktops and laptops using a USB connection.

Price: $1,395
**Product 24:** PAC Mate 40 Display  
40-cell refreshable display initially designed to be used with the Pac Mate PDA. May also be used with desktops and laptops using a USB connection.  
Price: $2,695

**Product 25:** Seika Braille Display  
A 40-cell Braille display that is lightweight and portable. This Braille display connects to the computer with a USB cable or an optional Bluetooth.  
Price: $2,295

**Product 26:** Sync Braille (20 Cell)  
Small, light and compact display for use with desktop or laptop computers. Offers USB connectivity.  
Price: $1,995

**Product 27:** Sync Braille (32 Cell)  
Small, light and compact display for use with desktop or laptop computers. Offers USB connectivity.  
Price: $3,195

**Screen Readers**

**Product 1:** CakeTalking  
Software that provides a set of customized configurations for the JAWS for Windows screen reader that allows blind musicians to use both basic and advanced features of Cakewalk SONAR, a music editing and recording program. Includes extensive tutorials in the form of Word documents written for the JAWS user.  
Price: $289

**Product 2:** Hal (Professional)
Provides screen access for visually impaired computer users through speech and braille. Configuration files, known as map files, are available for many applications. Works with a number of different synthesizers.

Price: $1,095

Product 3: JAWS (Job Access with Speech) for Windows (Professional)
Converts text and components of the Windows operating system into synthesized speech, allowing for access to Windows-based computer systems. Includes configuration files to maximize its function in a wide variety of Windows applications.
Price: $1,095

Product 4: JAWS (Job Access with Speech) for Windows (Standard)
Converts text and components of the Windows operating system into synthesized speech, allowing for access to Windows-based computer systems. Includes configuration files to maximize its function in a wide variety of Windows applications.
Price: $895

Product 5: System Access
Provides screen access to Windows, as well as applications, including Microsoft Word, Outlook, Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, Adobe Reader, and Skype. It can be installed on two computers.
Price: $399

Product 6: System Access Stand-alone Mobile
Provides screen access to Windows, as well as applications, including Microsoft Word, Outlook, Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, Adobe Reader, and Skype. It can be installed on two computers. Also includes a smart drive so users can create a key to install System Access on other computers.
Price: $499

Product 7: System Access Surfboard
Connects to the Internet using a standard phone line or Ethernet connection. Using the included microphone, users speak to the base unit to instruct it to perform its functions. Self-contained in a package about the size of a full PC keyboard. Smaller keypad is also available.
Price: $1495.00

Product 8: VoiceOver
Provides a comprehensive audible description and complete keyboard navigation of Mac OS X. Installed in every computer shipped with Mac OS X 10.4 and later. Provides access to a variety of applications, such as web browsing, e-mail, word processing, iTunes, chat, PDF reader, media player, and chess.

Price: $129 (included in Mac OS X)

Product 9: Window-Eyes Professional
Converts components of the Windows operating system into synthesized speech, allowing for access to Windows-based computer systems. Also includes enhanced braille support.

Price: $895;